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To Keep at Home

For many of us keeping a loved one’s
ashes at home can be very comforting.
We have a selection of ash caskets
and decorative urns that have been
specifically designed for keeping at
home. These high quality items have
a beautiful finish and can be displayed
openly or kept in a private place of
remembrance.
In time, the ashes can be buried,
interred or scattered in a place of
special significance.

TM

Urns, caskets & Keepsakes

All of the Forever Urns are supplied by
J C Atkinson, a UK based company known for
high environmental standards and innovation.

We hope that within these pages you will find the
perfect choice that honours the memory of your
loved one, safe in the knowledge that each item
is created with exceptional craftsmanship and
attention to detail.

To Keep at Home

Heartwood Premier
Classic Caskets
Phil Irons
Reflections Ash Caskets
Metal Urns
The Ceramica Range
The Tesoro Range
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To Keep at Home

The Heartwood Premier range of premium
ash caskets is finished to an exquisite
standard.
Many of these caskets come with a lined
draw or compartment, designed to house
keepsakes and special items of meaning
to you and your loved ones.

Heartwood
Heartwood Premier
Premier

Azure

Continental

A beautiful hardwood ash casket with inlay
veneer, complete with a lockable memory
draw. The Ashes are contained in an inner
chamber and the lid reveals a safe place to
keep any keepsakes, pictures, and trinkets
letters for example.

A rich mahogany coloured ash
casket with a contrasting walnut
inlay top and delicate shaped
sides.

Corniche

A simple an elegant cherry
coloured hardwood ash casket,
with softlty curved edges.

Brooklands

Requiem
2

A wonderful, dark coloured
hardwood ash casket with a
velvet lined keepsake drawer.
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Classic
caskets

To Keep at Home

Vatican

Highly polished in a rich
maple gloss finish, this
superb solid wood ash
casket features a detailed
design of the head of Christ
on the casket lid

PHil irons
woodturner

Florence

A solid wood ash casket
finished in a high maple
gloss. This amazing ash
casket features a stunning
motif of roses and leaves in
the casket lid.

woodturning

Urns
& Keepsakes
Phil has won numerous awards
This range of classic wooden ash caskets
have a distinctive Italian look and feel.
Each of the ash caskets in this range
is made from solid wood and feature a
wonderfully detailed motif that is highly
detailed matching the superb quality of
the wood.
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in national competitions and is
regularly invited to teach and
demonstrate his techniques
nationally and at an international
level.

Phil is the author of a best selling
project book that has been
translated into 9 languages.

Bespoke Urns and Keepsakes

These wooden ash urns are truly special, All are individual crafted from
salvaged timber by master woodturner Phil Irons.
Best known for his vessels and hollow forms with their clear,
beautiful shapes and flowing lines, Phil describes his urns as
‘functional art’. His knowledge and appreciation of English timbers
was initially gained from working as a tree surgeon and forester for
several years.
With no two pieces of wood ever being identical, the uniqueness of
each urn develops through a process of being dried and hand turned
over a number of days. Each urn has a different design that will never
be repeated on another urn. A truly personal and individual product that
is as special and as unique as you.
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Fumed Turkey Oak

A standard single urn in
Turkey Oak. The urn is cut
from the ‘figured crotch’
wood and has been fumed
with ammonia to enhance
the flame effect. The
threaded lid is in Laburnum
with a Boxwood insert.

1

2

215mm x 180mm with a satin
finish.

‘Topography’

A standard single urn in
Elm. This piece has a patch
of pale straw coloured
sapwood characteristic of
Elm, which when viewed
from the side looks like a
topographical map. The
threaded lid is in Boxwood
with a Mopane insert.
230mm x 160mm with a satin
finish.

Burr Spalted Beech

A single urn in Spalted
Burr Beech. Normally
Beech has a very simple
appearance, however this
tree also had an area of
burr which is very rare. The
threaded lid is in Laburnum
with a Mopane insert.
225mm x 165mm with a satin
finish
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Standard Urn in Madrone and Brass

A salvaged veneer core of a rotary peeled log. The
cores split as they dry, allowing them to be inlayed
with brass resin. The threaded lid is piece Mattai root
brought back from New Zealand and compliments the
Madrone beautifully. 230mm x 180mm with a satin finish.
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Double Urn in Spalted Beech

Spalting is caused by the fungal process of decay.
It shows in three different ways: Pigmentation, white
rot and zone lines, which all result in unique coloration
and patterns. The threaded lid is in Ebony with a
Wenge insert. 315mm x 190mm with a satin finish.
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3 ‘Natural Top’ Elm Keepsake
A small keepsake urn in Burr Wych Elm. The natural edged
rim of this small urn is actually the outside of the tree
where the bark was attached. The threaded lid is in Ebony,
with a matching insert. 210mm x 125mm with a satin finish.
4 ‘Ruby Sky’
A contemporary urn in highly figured Sycamore that
has been coloured to enhance the natural figuring in an
otherwise white wood. The threaded lid is in Ebony with
a Cocobolo insert. 255mm x 175mm with a gloss finish.
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5 ‘Emerald Sky’
A contemporary urn in highly figured Sycamore,
coloured to enhance the natural figuring in an otherwise
white wood. The threaded lid is in Boxwood with an
African Blackwood insert. 330mm x 150mmwith a gloss finish.
6

Burr Wych Elm Keepsake

The spectacular piece of Burr Wych Elm has
everything, the vivid green tinge, swirling figure and the
burr. All the natural voids have been filled with brass resin
to make them a feature. The threaded lid is in Ebony
with a Boxwood insert. 160mm x 135mm with a gloss finish.
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Reflections
Ash Caskets
A simple wood ash casket with a choice of over sixty original printed
designs. A personalised service lets you add, modify and create new
artwork that reflect the interests or personality of your loved one.
Ask the Funeral Director for your options.

Pollenation

Everyone in life is unique, and we believe
that a picture ash casket should reflect
the individual qualities of the departed.
We offer a fully personalised service that
lets you create a one off piece of art that
celebrates the life of your loved one.

Last Supper
Blossom
Lake District
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To Keep at Home

We have a range of wonderfully hand crafted metal
urns in a wide variety of styles and designs. Each
one can hold a loved one’s ashes and are ideal for
sharing or putting on display somewhere special.

1. Rose Wood

A highly polished brass effect
metal urn with a delicate band of
engravings around the top. This
urn features a gloss maple style
effect to the body, giving it a really
luxurious finish.

With a variety of colours and styles available, we are
sure that you will find one to suit your needs.

2. Brass

A supremely polished brass effect
urn with an embossed rose pattern
band. The urn has a domed lid
and flat base. and the high quality
finish makes it ideal for display.

3. Colbot Blue

A wonderfully finished urn in
a deep cool cobalt blue, with a
delicate embossed rose band
toward the top. This amazing urn
looks stunning in its finish and
would not look out of place in any
home.
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4. Star White
5

2

3

Metal Urns
10

4

With a delicate pattern of stars
sprinkled round this superbly
finished white urn, the Star White
urn is truly something special.

5. Lilac

A highly polished fibreglass lilac
coloured urn with a broad silver
band around the centre, adding a
reflection and depth.
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1. Eggshell Flash

5

A high gloss black urn finished with a
tasteful flash of white in an eggshell
finish.

6

2. A rose by any other name
Beautifully decorated with a white
rose, this elegant claret coloured
metal urn looks stunning and is
finished to a high quality.

7
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3. Autumn Leaf

An amazingly designed mother of pearl leaf
embossed onto a blue powder coated urn.
Quality at its best.

4

4. Stairway to heaven

A gloriously hand painted urn featuring an
iconic motif of a stairway to heaven leading
from the earth across a beautiful skyline and
on up to heaven. This urn is a truly wonderful
place for a loved one’s ashes to remain.

2

5. Sovereign
3

12

A brass effect metal urn shaped keepsake
with delicate engravings encompassing the
central sections and decorated lid. Comes
with a matching mini keepsake.

6. Ambassador

A silver and gold patterned metal urn with
delicate and beautiful engravings covering
the surface of the urn. Comes with a
matching mini keepsake.

7. Sovereign Urn

A brass effect metal urn shaped keepsake
with delicate engravings encompassing the
central sections and decorated lid.
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These beautiful urns are made by skilled
craftsmen in India, using traditional
methods to forge and shape the metal
into delicate designs.

1. Coral Rose

A white metal urn with delicately patterned Coral
Rose design.

3. Purity

5. Dawn Burst

4. Silver Grace

6. Pink Rose

A white marble effect urn with an engraved
pattern winding around the circumference.

A silver urn with a wonderfully detailed Pink
Rose design across the body.

A matt metal effect silver urn urn with a band of
leaves engraved around the circumference.
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A delicately engraved metal urn showing a rose
design across a beautifully crafted engraved
background.

2. Orchid

6

A classically designed silver effect urn with three
black bands around the circumference.
2
7
8
4
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7. Gold Mosaic

A gold coloured urn with a design of mosaic tiles
around the body and the lid.

8. Butterflies

A wonderfully crafted and designed blue urn with
an engraved butterfly in flight across the body.

9. Red Velvet

A red urn with a brass coloured lid and engraved
band around the centre.

18

10. Cobalt Embossed

A dark cobalt blue urn with an engraved band
showing stars, the sun and moon.
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The Ceramica Range
A stunning range of hand-made
majolica tin-glazed pottery urns
decorated in bright colours and
patterns.
Majolica has been made
since the time of the
renaissance and the in
glazing creates a brilliant
white, opaque surface ideal
for adding decorations and
patterns.

Vesta

Hand made using majolica, this
amazing urn features a striking
design in a variety of purple shades.
The design covers the whole urn
and continues onto the lid.

Agenoria

Hand made using majolica, this
beautiful urn features a ‘paved’
effect design with gold rings
around the top and bottom of the
urn, with a matching design to
the lid.
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Diana

Hand made using majolica,
this eye catching urn features a
wonderfuly modern and playful
design that encompasses the
entire shape.

Juno

This wonderfully crafted urn
features a traditional Roman
vase shape. The main body of
the urn sits on a integral stand,
all of which is hand made using
majolica.

Minerva

Hand made using majolica,
this superb urn features a
flat lid that shows off the
intricate sweeping design
that covers the entire form.

Ceres

Hand made using majolica,
this striking urn features a
squared design and flat lid
that showcases its’ wonderful
artwork.
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The Tesoro Range
A wonderfully conceived luxurious range of urns made from various
wood sources and finished to an amazing standard. Each urn design
brings a unique and personal touch, providing a wonderful resting
place for a loved one’s ashes.

Verona

Taranto

Enna

Made using a brown macassar
ebony, this characterful urn
has a fleur-de-lys design and a
lockable chest ideal for keeping
keepsakes and mementos of
a loved one. Made to exacting
standards, this keepsake urn is
as special as it looks.

Lazio

Made using inlays of Walnut
and Oak, this striking urn has a
wonderful high quality finish and
features a stunning design on the
top of the urn.

Salerno

Made using Mytle and woods,
this wonderfully conceived urn
features a wonderful flower motif
to the top.
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This amazing and colourful
urn is made from four different
dyed precious wood veneers:
Eucalyptus, Pama, Lolo and
Yata. A truly stand out product.

Made using dyed veneered
woods, this urn features light
green erica and white maple
segments with a fine band of red
aformosia veneer and finshed
with a high gloss.

Imperia

Made using dyed veneered
woods, this urn features walnut
and burl segments with a fine
band of ebony veneer and
finshed with a high gloss.

Messina

The surface of this fantastic
urn is fine olive burlwood and
features a wind rose design to
the top.
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Not found what you were looking for?

J C Atkinson is committed to providing our customers with exceptional quality products,
consistently and reliably. We understand that reputation is everything and our commitment
to our customers is to do what we can to enhance their reputations. We provide the highest
quality, ethically manufactured products on the market while also providing exceptional levels
of customer service.

The complete Forever Urns collection is
spread over three easy to use brochures:
To Keep at Home, For Interment and Burial
and To Scatter or to Share.
Please ask your Funeral Director for more
information.
THE SUNDAY TIMES

BEST GREEN

COMPANIES

Best Green Companies is a partnership between The Sunday Times, leading market-research
group Munro Global and environmental consultancy Bureau Veritas. The aim of the Best Green
Companies venture is to become the benchmark for environmental excellence against which
companies are able to measure their own performance year-on-year and to compare with other
businesses operating at a similar level of environmental impact.

J C Atkinson has been accredited with the ISO 14001 standard, the internationally recognised
mark for the environmental management of businesses. It prescribes controls for those
activities that have an effect on the environment. These include the use of natural resources,
handling and treatment of waste and energy consumption.

Printed on F.S.C. certified paper.
© 2014 J C Atkinson Ltd. All rights reserved.
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